We present results for the hot-electron noise in two-valley semiconductors, such as GaAs, where intervalley transfer plays an important role. The noise is calculated by a Boltzmann -Green-function method. We obtain an analytic solution for a model with two valleys and three relaxation times. Using the measured low-field mobility, lower-valley mass, and valley separation energy 6, while adjusting three upper-valley parameters, we obtain good agreement with both experimental time-of-flight measurements and microwave noise measurements.
I. INTRODUCTION
Hot-electron noise (i.e. , nonequilibrium current Auctuations) in semiconductors is of great interest from both a fundamental and applied point of view. From a fundamental viewpoint, nonequilibrium noise can provide additional information about a system that is not available from the I-V curve. This is not true in equilibrium where the fluctuation-dissipation theorem requires that the noise be proportional to the conductivity. Furthermore, as we shall see, the nonequilibrium noise can be more sensitive to the various scattering rates and transport parameters than the conductivity, and can be used to deduce these parameters. From an applied viewpoint, many of the devices in use today operate in the high-electric-field regime, and thus a knowledge of hot-electron noise is essential to the design and performance of these devices.
In this paper, we calculate the hot-electron noise in bulk GaAs. The noise is interesting not only because of the heating effects in the lower I valley due to the strong electric fields, but also because of the fluctuations associated with the transfer of the electrons between the I and L valleys (intervalley noise). ' that the distribution functions were displaced Maxwellians so that a generalized Einstein relation holds, i.e. , the noise is proportional to the electron temperature times a differential mobility. Prior calculations in show that the distribution function in the l valley is clearly not Maxwellian, and thus the validity of a generalized Einstein relation is questionable.
Here, we use a Boltzmann -Green-function method to obtain an analytic expression for the current noise. The method is based on finding the time evolution of the velocity of a single electron given by the time-dependent Boltzmann equation. The method is valid for nondegenerate semiconductors when electron-electron scattering is not important. The results obtained are in fair agreement with the time-of-flight data of Ruch and Kino' and the microwave V' noise measurements of Gasquett" et al. and Bareikis et al. ' We find that the nonequilibrium noise is fairly sensitive to the transport parameters that enter in the model, more so than the velocity-field curve. In particular, we find that the noise is extremely sensitive to the Ito-L scattering rate, suggesting that noise measurements might be used to determine this rate.
II. THE MODEL The important features of the band structure of GaAs are the minimum in the conduction band at the I point and the satellite minima at the L points separated from the I -valley minimum by an energy 6=0.3 eV. The spherical I valley has a mass of 0.069m, . The L valleys are ellipsoidal, and the masses are not known extremely well, although the density-of-states mass in the L valley has been estimated to be about mL =0.2m, -0.5m, . ' ' We model the dynamics of the system with parabolic I and L valleys and a coupled set of Boltzmann equations, one for the I valley and one for a single, generic L valley.
A distribution function, fr(v) or fL(v), normalized to the density of electrons, nr or nJ, describes the electrons in each valley. The collision integral in the Boltzmann equation is approximated by a relaxation-to-local-equilibrium form for both the intravalley and intervalley processes. The collision integrals are chosen so that particle number is conserved in the collision process. Details of the approximation of the collision integrals to relaxation-time form are given in Refs. 7, 15, and pi-i-=7500
cm /V sec, m i*-=0.067m"mL = 1.2m" 7 r L /7 r r = 3.5, and~I"I /vs r = 10. The squares are from the experimental data of Ruch and Kino (Ref. 10 ) and the error bars are 20% (the quoted value). Ruch and Kino's data is from a time-of-flight measurement of the diA'usion constant. The solid circles are from the data of Gasquet et al. (Ref. 11) The total noise is dominated by the Sz, iterm. This is due to the fact that the mass and the scattering rate in the I valley are much smaller than these quantities in the L valley.
There is a disagreement between the time-of-flight and the noise data at low electric field. One possible explanation for this discrepancy has been suggested by Glisson et al. LL/~p~. Comparing the two figures, the overall conclusion is that the U-E curve is relatively insensitive to all the parameters, in contrast to the noise spectrum which is exceedingly sensitive to parameters (i) and (iii) -namely, the valley separation and the I -to-L scattering rate. Since the valley separation is relatively well known, we stress that the measurement of the noise spectra could be a good way to determine the intervalley scattering rates.
Below we analyze the sensitivity of the U-E curve and the noise spectrum to the four parameters listed in the previous paragraph.
(i) Valley separation energy b, . As the valley separation energy increases, the I -valley electrons need a higher energy to transfer into the L valley and thus the number of I electrons increases. Given the lower mass and lower scattering rate of the I valley, a larger 5 must increase both the maximum velocity and the electric field at which the maximum velocity occurs (cf. Fig. 3 ). Since there are more electrons in the I valley, the noise spectrum also increases from both the heating and intervalley Auctuation components of S(cf. short-dashed and long-dashed lines in Fig. 3 ).
(ii) Upper valley mass ml. . The m-ass effects of the v F.
curve through the density of states [~(m~) ' ] and the mobility of the L valley. An increase in mL will, through both of these effects, cause the average velocity to decrease. The effect of mL on the noise is more subtle. As mentioned, increasing the mass increases the population of the L valley through the density of states. This causes the heating component in Fig. 3 (short-dashed line) to de- figure shows the sensitivity to mL, The density of states in the L valley increases~(mL j' which causes the intervalley noise to increase with the upper-valley mass. The lower-left-hand figure shows the sensitivity to the I -to-L scattering rate. As can be seen, the noise is extremely sensitive to this parameter.
From Fig. 3 , we see that the noise in the negative differential mobility region is sensitive to the fluctuations in the number of carriers in the I valley. As the I -to-L scattering rate f ™ dv 'Rr;(v', t~up) .
(27rks Tp jm r )'T he analogous quantity is also defined for the L valley.
In these equations, nt and nr, etc. , are now the probability of finding the initial electron in the I or L valley (i.e. , the integral over the appropriate R) and depend on time (as well as the initial conditions). Care should be used in distinguishing them from the quantities that appear in the equations for the f's (where the normalization is slightly different -the f's are normalized to the total density n", while the R s are normalized to 1 since they are for a single electron).
To solve these equations, we first Laplace-transform them: 
nr~nL(s)
Instead of solving for the full frequency dependence of the quantities, we will solve for only the low-frequency quantities since this simplifies the problem. The procedure to solve for the fully frequency-dependent quantities is similar but more complicated. (v (v, (u -u') The dominant contribution (cf. Fig. 2) is from Sr r. One can divide Sr r up into the three expressions. The first expression (cf. solid line in Fig. 3 ) comes from dividing the first integral in (A28) into two pieces [by dividing fr(UO) through the time-independent version of Eq. (la)];
one an equilibrium piece proportional to fr, q', the other a nonequilibrium piece proportional to t)fr/t)U. The first expression in Fig. 3 (solid line) is this equilibrium piece. The second expression in Fig. 3 
